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A new message from the Elohim!!!
Ultimate Message Of Yahwe To The Jewish People.:
You Must Be Both Zionist And Palestinian Or You Will No Longer Be The Chosen People
I,Yahweh, through the mouth of my Prophet, RAEL, your awaited Messiah, am sending you this ultimate message on this day of Passover 5769, particularly special being also Birchat HaChama, reminding you of our creation
of life on Earth. The first Messages that RAEL transmitted to you were a reminder that the time had come for you
to return to the land of IsRael. But in no way did this signify that you were to steal the Palestinian’s land and houses
and massacre them. You were supposed to have been Zionists AND Palestinians. You were to have come back peacefully to this Holy Land, non-violently, and allow yourselves to be welcomed fraternally and with love by the people
living there, who are genetically your brothers.
By combining the wonderful resources that you acquired during centuries of Diaspora with the talent of the local populations, you could have created a wealthy and powerful state that could have been an example for the entire
world. That was your Sacred Mission. Instead, you stole the lands, houses, and belongings of the Palestinian people,
you forced them into mass exile, you forbade them from coming back to their homes, you forced them to live in
concentration camps, where you recently bombarded them in a genocide that transformed the chosen People into a
criminal people acting against humanity and which betrayed its mission where it should have been an example and
Spiritual Guide for humanity.
You created a state were racism and discrimination reign, you who suffered so much from this scourge for
centuries and who know better than anyone how unbearable and despicable that was. Centuries of suffering and
wandering and the ultimate sacrifice of the Shoah brought you feelings of compassion from the entire world, who
were ready to help you find security in the Promised Land as announced. The Nations of the Earth would have supported you in the creation of a multiracial and multicultural Palestinian state that would have been an example for
the entire world. Instead of that, you used violence to impose a racist and violent state that despises life and Rights
of all non-jews and which has become no less than a cancer for Humanity, a state that you as the chosen People, had
been mandated with guiding towards more love, non violence, tolerance and consciousness.
You have totally betrayed your spiritual mission, the only one that justified your return to the land of IsRael.
Because, to be Zionist without being spiritual and religious, is pure racism and is totally unacceptable. You only have
the right and the duty to be Zionist and Palestinian.
The monstrous and criminal state that you have created is condemned to disappear quickly and the Jews who
will attempt to preserve it from the inside or out will forever be cursed and will lose their Jewishness, that is to say,
they will exclude themselves from the chosen people. The State of IsRael has to disappear and be replaced by a Palestinian State where Jews and Palestinians can live in harmony, where the two peoples will mutually accept the Right
of return of the Jews and the Palestinians of the two diasporas, in a sweeping effort of mutual forgiveness, which will
be the most beautiful example of love and fraternity conceivable for all of Humanity.
Only those Jews who, in the past and until this day, have struggled from the inside and outside of IsRael against
this zionist racism, against the creation of the currently racist state of IsRael, retain their Right to Jewishness, that
is to say, to remain worthy to be part of the chosen people. The others, I vomit them from my mouth. They are not
even equal to the other non-chosen people. They are inferior to all living beings of the creation. They are not even at
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the level of animals. As such they don’t deserve to live in the Land of IsRael and they and their children for 7 generations are condemned to an eternal exile, to a permanent diaspora.
Those who today, reading this Message, understand their mistakes and start to militate for a Palestinian zionism that is to say, a return to the Land of IsRael as a multiracial and multicultural state, where Muslims, Christians
and Jews can live in harmony and with equal rights, those will have their crimes forgiven. You, Jews of the diaspora,
who are sufficiently spiritual and religious to have had the consciousness not to have associated yourselves with the
zionist crimes, I tell you it is time to prepare your return to the Land of IsRael once this land peacefully becomes a
multicultural Palestinian State.
Lastly, to speed up this process you all need to unite to prepare the construction of the Third Temple, Our Embassy and the glorious return of our beloved son, our last and ultimate messenger, the Messiah Rael, who will bring
centuries of peace on Earth with our return. Every minute counts and remember that you cannot say we did not
warn you. While some of our previous Messages sent by our Prophets of old gave you centuries to be accomplished,
this one here only leaves you a few years, or even months. It is time once again to abandon the stiff neck and with
humility become real chosen people once more, the people of love, truth and non-violence on the path that I, Yahweh, your Creator, have marked out for you. This path which leads to the Promised Land which is indeed an entire
planet and not a piece of land delimited by borders.
Amen

Eye for eye
A recent article on RaelScience explained that an Iranian woman who is now blind, victim of an acid attack by
a spurned suitor, will have her attacker suffer the same fate. The 31-year-old Iranian is demanding the ancient punishment of “an eye for an eye,” and, in accordance with Islamic law, she wants to blind Majid Movahedi, the man
who blinded her. She declared: “I don’t want to blind him for revenge; I’m doing this to prevent it from happening
to someone else.”
Our Beloved Prophet made the following initial comment:
“Forgiveness would be a better choice in a world of
human beings behaving like human beings, but in a world
of macho monsters due to centuries of bad education making them believe that they can do whatever they want
to women and get away by just paying some money, her
choice may make men planning to do the same to other
women think twice. For sure she is right to say that asking for that will deter men from doing the same to other
women. When it becomes possible to replace eyes thanks to
cloning science and stem cells, then money compensation
will be a good solution to cover the cost of the surgery, fix the problem and replace barbaric punishments. But until
then, the old rule of an eye for an eye looks appropriate for these monsters even if it’s terribly inhumane and cruel
and even if no human being should be punished this way. But those who do such things to women in cold blood
don’t even deserve to be called human beings.”
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Following this comment, many Raelians asked for further explanation since non-violence is one of our main
values.

One of them said: “I can already see those who are in favor of the death penalty using your comment: “...until
then, the old rule of ‘an eye for an eye’ looks appropriate for these monsters even if it’s terribly inhumane and cruel,
and even if no human being should be punished this way. But those who do such things to women in cold blood
don’t even deserve to be called human beings” and apply it to child murderers – especially because of the part: ‘’don’t
deserve to be called human beings”. Would “absolute respect for life” be the answer for those who are in favor of the
death penalty and tempted to use your comment to justify their position?”
The answer from our Beloved Prophet:
This is the question that I expected my comment would raise. Thanks for asking. The ultimate ideal is the model
given to us by our beloved creators, the Elohim who, thanks to science, detect and repair improper activities in the
brain before crimes occur (because criminals are always sick people). Until we know how to do the same thing, we
have to prevent criminals, who are today only discovered after they commit crimes, from committing the same crimes
again. That is why some nations apply the death penalty. The moral rule, as reminded in the Message, that “Life is
sacred”, motivates some countries to rightfully suppress the death penalty and replace it by jail sentences, eventually
for life. This is a little less barbaric, but still extremely inhuman. Putting someone in jail for life is terribly barbaric,
especially if they are denied the right to commit suicide, if this is their wish. In fact, the punishment becomes imprisonment while the initial purpose was just to protect society against those sick people. By giving them the choice
between life in jail and suicide, we would protect society without imposing a life of suffering to those sick people.
Personally, I would prefer suicide to life in jail. But we obstinately deny them that right.
Absolute respect for life should always prevail. But can we call that “life”? – to rot in jail for the rest of our life
without any hope of change? That is why medical prevention and correction of crimes is the only humane solution,
like on the Elohim’s planet. In the meantime, we have to keep the criminals alive, in jail, hoping that very soon science will allow us to cure them and set them free. But, even if they are cured, all those in society who are driven by
the insane need for revenge will oppose their release from jail. This is already happening with criminals who were
officially declared mentally ill; after being declared cured by their psychiatrist, society wants them to stay in jail for
revenge. All criminals are mentally ill but only a few are declared mentally ill by the ‘experts’, while the prosecutors
always try to prove that they were mentally healthy – even serial killers who committed dozens of crimes. Only for
pure social revenge.
Child-aged murderers are also very sick people and should also be cured instead of being imprisoned. Let’s not
even talk about the death penalty for them nor anyone else, which goes against our fundamental values.
When we talk about those mentally ill people that are the criminals, we rightly say that their behavior is “inhuman”; this word clearly says that they do not deserve to be called “human.” Not even animals; it would be an insult
to animals who would never commit such abominations to members of their own specie. It does not mean we should
kill them, but we have to cure them to make them human again. That’s why the death penalty is unacceptable, even
for the worst criminals. We have to cure them, through science, to make them human again. This is the answer to
your question: Science will allow us to give back their sense of Being human to those who, because of their inhuman
behavior, do not deserve to be called “human beings” because of their illness which makes them behave worse that
animals. And since science can make those people human again, it is unacceptable to kill them, whatever the crimes
they committed.
That being said, in the specific case of the woman who, as stated in the Iranian penal code, can choose how her
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attacker will be punished, it is very interesting because it reflects the message of our beloved creators; they promised
that, after being recreated, victims will be able to see their attackers recreated as well to suffer the punishment of the
victims’ choosing. “Will be able” is very important. People with a high level of consciousness will most likely always
prefer to forgive their aggressor, and not use that possibility, since all criminals are mentally ill. How can one hate
a sick person? But the fact that the possibility exists is excellent – even if we wanted to recreate the criminals just to
forgive them.
Finally, in the case of this woman, her aggressor in not necessarily mentally ill; he is rather the result of an education and a culture that teaches that women are like beasts that we can dispose of as we wish, that we can marry while
they are still children, repudiate and put on the street beaten, raped, tortured and other similar horrors. The choice
of the victim, even if it seems horrible, is, as she said, not motivated by revenge but rather as a message to all men
who might one day be tempted to do something similar to other women that they will have the same treatment, if the
woman chooses it. This law gives an enormous power and dissuasive means to all victims. It’s certain that all those
who think of committing such crimes are absolutely sure that they can get away with it by paying a fine, which does
not bother them at all, since they are ready to do the worst to save their “honor “ of selfish stupid men. But they are
certainly not ready to lose their eyes... That’s why this system, even though barbaric, can be very efficient in a barbaric
society.
That’s why those monsters, who are not necessarily mentally ill, do not kill their victims. They perfectly know,
which proves that they are not sick, that they will be killed if they kill their victim in those countries. Instead, they
throw acid at their victim, because they are convinced that their only punishment will be a fine, even if a heavy one,
which they will pay to gain respect and to make sure that no other woman will refuse them anything for fear of getting
the same punishment. If the victim can make her aggressor blind if he made her lose her eyes, they will think twice.
When our science will allow us, thanks to cloning, to give new eyes to the victims of those aggressions, then the
law of ‘an eye for an eye’ will be reversed, and we will give new eyes to the aggressor too. Let’s hope that, thanks to the
evolution of culture, at that time this kind of aggression will not happen anymore.
Love, RAEL.”
Clarification regarding the articles published on rael Science:
For those who do not use their intelligence at its full capacity, the articles “selected by RAEL” do not mean that I agree with
their content or support it. “Selected by RAEL” means that I believe it is important for the people of this planet to know about
what people think or do, even when what they think or do is completely stupid and against our philosophy. When I selected in
the past articles about stupid Christian fundamentalists in America praying for rain, I am sure no Rael science reader was stupid
enough to believe that I supported praying to change the weather . So when I select articles who are either in favor of drugs, or
anti-Semitic, or anti-Jewish, or racists, or revisionists, or inciting hatred against any group or religion, or any other stupid articles, it doesn’t mean that I support it. It just means that it is important for all human beings to know about it. Common sense
which is usually very good amongst our readers, is good enough to understand that. When , like in the recent articles on drugs
decriminalization, it is necessary to make it clearer I add a comment, which in this case was very clear : I support decriminalizing
any drug, as it is stupid to put depressed and sad people (as only depressed and sad people use it), in prison and ruin their life
with a criminal record. That doesn’t mean that there is any change to the Message which say clearly that we must not use any drug
except for medical purposes. The same applies for the freedom of expression which must be absolute. That doesn’t mean again of
course that I agree with anti-Jews, anti-Semitic, racists of any kind or anti-Raelians. But by knowing your enemies or the enemies
of your values, you are better equipped to fight them. With love and respect of course, and with the wonderful sentence of the
French philosopher Voltaire in mind : “I hate what you say, but I am ready to fight for your right to express it “.
Love, RAEL
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Question From A Raelian To Our
Beloved Prophet :
I have a hard time convincing the people
around me of becoming Raelian, and it seems to
me that in France there is an anti-Raelian hatred.
Everyone respects the Christians, the Jews, the Buddhists but not the Raelians. What can one do and
what sort of diffusion strategy can one adopt ?
RAEL‘S ANSWER :
If you want to please everyone and become politically and socially correct, you are on the wrong
path !
It is first of all necessary to understand that we
can’t and especially that WE DON’T WANT TO
please everyone and that all these unconscious people are conditioned by the image given by the media, which is excellent and was desired and I will explain why a little further… It
is necessary to understand that even if our image was positive we would still not please everyone. : for example, the Catholics, the
Buddhists, the Muslims, etc… do not please everyone otherwise the world population would only have one and only religion.
And, above all, it is not desirable for reasons of spiritual diversity that renders humanity so rich.
Finally and more importantly than anything else : We absolutely must not try to please everyone nor waste time arguing
with those who are against us… when a Christian and a Muslim speak together, the discussion never ends with the conversion
of one of them. The only thing that must be demanded is the respect for our religion and our freedom to have a different one in
the name of Human Rights without ever having to justify ourselves. Conversions may occur, but they are extremely rare, and are
the prerogative of people who are extremely strong mentally and independent… like those who join us and who are FORTUNATELY a minority.
In fact, it is only possible to gather these intelligent people, the most beautiful consciousness of humanity, the only ones we
are interested in, by being different and hated by the majority who, as Brassens* used to say : « don’t like others to follow a path
different from theirs ».
If the majority joined us, the Movement would no longer be interesting and to prevent this from happening, I will always
do everything to keep our values sufficiently revolutionary, ahead of their time, and therefore disturbing, in one word, prophetic
and Messianic, so that we remain a conscious minority and so that we are rejected by this imbecile majority, which is a sign of
mental health
Because only a minority can be conscious, as for the majority, it is always a bleating flock that one must be wary of like the
pest and stay away from if one wants to remain oneself and preserve one’s brain functioning at the top of its possibilities.
And one day, we will most likely go away, as the Elohim did, to create a planet of the Eternals, far away from the bleating
masses of ordinary humans, that are comparable to the population of the original Elohim’s planet, that the wise Eternals fled to
guide it from a distance, keeping this consciousness filter that original planets represent. A place where people are born by the
millions and where a few are revealed and deserve to join the world of the Eternals thanks to their consciousness ; the others,
the flock goes back to dust, raw material that will be used to produce other potential consciousness one day in this permanent
filtration.
That is why, in all the countries where we have not managed to be hated from the flock yet, like in the USA or in Asia among
others, I do everything I can through press releases, so that the media publishes my disturbing viewpoints on all sorts of topics
so that the flock may hate us there too and so that all the brilliant beings who don’t like the flock may join us. Because we are
consciousness seekers and not flock converters.
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Your choice is simple : either you accept to remain in the flock by joining their values, or rather lack there of, or you rejoice
at being different and demand that the flock respect your differences by using Human Rights, a magnificent legal Guide that has
been laid out by awakening minds but that the flock would sometimes very much like to get rid off because it gets in the way of
their bleating.
Love RAEL

Operation Back To Kama
Following His call to Black Americans on December 13th, Our Beloved Prophet confirmed His wish to launch a great
migration campaign back to Kama so as to transfer back to Kama the knowledge and the belonging that have been justly accumulated in America by the Kamaian Elite who are the descendants of slaves.
“This will further weaken America that is in the process of experiencing the worst economical breakdown of its history,
bringing about the fall of all the countries who were once colonizers or slave traders. It is a just punishment.
It is the ideal time to launch the Kamo (better that the Afro) as
the only monetary currency. The weakening of America, increased by
the migration back to Kama, will push many white Americans to go and
work in Kama themselves to seek incredible, economical opportunities
set on a new and sane base. It is essential for the future success of Kama
that education remain free of charge up to the highest university level.
That is the key to success, fee based education being the reason for a
gradual transformation of the USA into an under developed country.
It is the same for the health care system that must also remain free
of charge. It does not only allow the populations to stay in good health
but promotes medical breakthroughs that directly improve national
wealth through the productivity of its population who will feel secure
and who will be more creative.
If black artists like Michael Jackson or others were to transfer their
recording studios and their main residences to Kama, it would motivate all the others.. It is necessary to attract all these fortunes
and these celebrities. The governments of Kama must have the courage to offer incentives to retun to Kama, in particular financial
incentives, just like the poorest country in Europe, Ireland, had done. That way, Ireland became the fastest growing country in
the CEE.
These incentives are extremely simple: a guaranty that all immigrants of Kamaian origin who are coming back to Kama will
be exempted of taxes from their revenue and their fortune for at least 14 years. Furthermore, a bank secrecy must be guaranteed
by the law with heavy penalties to employees betraying it and allowing the American enterprises who belong to the descendants
of Kamaians to be totally tax exempt if they move their head quarter and their production tools to Kama in free zones that will
be created especially for that purpose.
If the idea of great artists of Kamaian origin like Michael Jackson coming back to Kama could bring an emotional enthusiasm, that is not enough to motivate them to act. Money will. If, once again, artists or renowned individuals like Michael Jackson
or Oprah Winfrey who are heavily taxed in the USA knew that they would not pay any taxes if they come back to Kama, they
would not hesitate for one second.
And with the crime committed against former slaves and centuries of suffering and discrimination, Americans will have
no moral right to condemn this migration to escape the IRS of former slave owners who have never properly compensated the
descendants of slaves. This legitimate tax avoidance would be the just compensation for all slave descendants that no one would
have the right to question.
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Finally, as for isRael, the States of Kama should vote a law stating that returning descendants of slaves to Kama automatically obtain the nationality of the country of their ancestors. With all these incentives, there is no doubt that a massive return
would take place.
In addition, it would be necessary to lodge a request to the American Authorities to release all the Kamaian descendants
incarcerated in US prisons if they accept to go back to Kama. In some states, these prisoners represent more than 50% of the
prison population. This being done with a financial aid. The timing is ideal since with more than 7 million prisoners, the USA
is the country with the most prisoners and can no longer finance their detention.
To launch this operation, it would be ideal to organize a concert with mega publicity comprising all Black American Show
Biz stars”
Gbedia (on the picture with Our Beloved Prophet at the top of the article) is in charge of leading this operation…Here is a
big task ahead for Gbedia... Let us all give her our full support 

Decisions From RAEL
The Raelian Medallion
Wearing the Raelian medallion is mandatory for structure members at any time when in public places .
All structure members are required to wear a medallion with the Raelian symbol showing that they are Raelians in any public environment including their work place and of a reasonable size, not the smallest and not hidden under the shirt or under the
necktie. If some members prefer not to wear it on some occasions like going to work, in fear of losing their job or friends or anything else, they will have from now on to become simple Raelians. They can stay member of the IRM as sympathizers members
and continue like before to support financially the IRM , the spreading of the Messages and the building of the Embassy without
any obligation for them, and helping in secret without any risk for them.
Raelians can choose to show that they are Raelians or not, but structure members are the essential backbone of the movement and cannot be weakened by fears of that kind, so they must show at any time that they are representatives of the most beautiful philosophy that exists. Nobody can imagine a catholic priest hiding his Christian cross in public. Members of the structures
are the Raelian priests and as priest must proudly show their symbol and be the proud examples for all Raelians. I prefer to have
half of the actual structure members but all of them wearing proudly their symbol than the double amount with everybody hiding his religion and not defending proudly the Elohim.
Love

RAEL

Question regarding That Decision:
If someone has a new job and will be protected by his union only in 3 months, is it OK for this person to wait for those 3
months before wearing his symbol?
If this person wears his symbol now he is sure to loose his job. If he waits a few weeks then he won’t loose it (question from
Quebec).
Answer Of Our Beloved Prophet
This is a very interesting case. It shouldn’t happen as everybody should be protected by the Human Rights and the right
to wear his religion’s symbol. But as it does happen in this terrible world not respecting it at all, then to be fair to those who do
respect the rules, the person should ask to be suspended from the structure for 3 months, then when she can wear the symbol,
she can be back in the structure.
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Of course while being suspended she can still help the structure as a simple Raelian as every other Raelians can. We already
have cases in Europe of members who were responsible for some parts of our organization and just quit the structure, but we are
asking them to keep their position, but not as a structure member, just as a Raelian active member. All religious organizations do
the same. In the Catholic Church for example, laic helpers are in charge of many activities without being priests and help greatly
in many events.
The goal of the new rule is not to make any Raelians feel guilty to be forced to choose to become simple Raelians as they
cannot wear the symbol, on the contrary it’s to make them relieved of any pressure, feel comfortable and happy as they are not
anymore feeling bad by not wearing it, and also to make them feel good as they still can help the IRM without being “ Guides”
with all the obligations attached to it. At the same time they will have more respect for the Guides who have the courage and
the possibility to be the proud Raelian Priests representing them and the Elohim at all time, and will have more feeling to really
support their Guides who are representing them. The Elohim never asked everybody to become Guides, just those who want to
devote their entire life to this fantastic mission without any restriction. So everybody should feel happy with these new rules and
without any guilt feeling as we all are in the same family: the Raelians, and their Guides working together.

One Reaction
Here is what the Turkish Raelian leader who is risking his life for wearing the symbol, answered back when he learned about
the decision. This should be a good lesson for some fearful European Raelians...We have the fears we deserve...
Dear all,
I can easily wear one, no problem, Elohim has already protected me for 65 years, :) they will certainly do so for another 65
years ;)))))))))
I have perfect faith and confidence in them,
Love you all
Kemal

A Word From Jean Marie Briaud, Swiss Guide
One might ask why this requirement [to wear the medallion] ? To be in the structure is not like joining a bowling club, it
is to be part of the team that wants to help our Prophet accomplish his mission and to put this element in the foreground of our
lives.
This is exactly what we need to reflect upon. Some have said it clearly : they are not willing to live like Diogenes in his barrel nor lose their living status… it is a respectable choice and congratulations to them for their honesty ! They have the message
inside and they will always be welcomed !
To be part of this team entails strict rules : no smoking, no drugs, no alcohol, being examples, respecting the laws of the
country… these rules are generally accepted without hesitation because we understand them, even if it may sometimes take time.
For the majority of the population these are already rules that raise the bar very high.
Wearing the symbol everywhere and anywhere simply means that one is part of this team which brings philosophy to the
foreground of one’s life.
In the past it was said that priests or monks “entered the Church”… a member of the structure also enters the Church: he
dedicates his life to the mission he has chosen and builds his life around it. We have the privilege to be able to enter the Church
while remaining outside because our monastery is the whole world, and we want to make it move! This is fantastic!
But unlike the monks who are retreated and thus not distracted, we receive many stimuli that can make us forget that we are
dedicated to this cause we are proud of and dedicated to our beloved Prophet. If one really believes who he is, then why not trust
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him and surrender… if he tells us to wear the symbol, why not wear it? Is this taking a risk? It probably is, but we are far from playing in the same court as Giordano Bruno or the early Christians…!
And risk is healthy for us.
What will be left of our contracts, our bank accounts, our seductive conquests (because in this
case as well, we might hide our medallion), our titles of recognition, or our celebrity status when
death comes ? What feelings will emerge then? Will it be our fortune, built-up at the cost of our integrity (compromising, hiding) or will it be the satisfaction of having acted with integrity at all times,
of not having given in to the temptations of power, of fame, of material wealth, but having followed
our intuition all the way, which told us that Rael is the messenger of infinity and to trust him in all
circumstances?
Remember: he tells us that he is our best advocate by the Elohim ! Do you think that the Elohim are proud of us when they see us hide our medallion? I think that our Prophet asks us to wear
it mainly for ourselves, so we can stretch ourselves, so we can go past our limits, our fears! Fear of
wearing one’s medallion is more an internal than an external fear, even in France or in Switzerland;
we assume that we will lose our job or our contracts if we wear the medallion… and with that state of
mind, for sure will we lose them! But if you go into a winner state of mind, the state of mind of an
invincible person, who is himself, who feels secure with his qualifications, then already very little can
happen because you are driven by your belief, by your inner strength. And if it did happen, well then we trust our potential, and
we will for sure find solutions that may lead to even more fertile lands (remember Brigitte Boisselier’s journey).
And we will not let each others down, we are a team! Rael is our spiritual guide and, a bit like when one learns to ride a
bike, we start with training wheels so as not to fall over, and then one day they are taken away from us. We could then grumble
and rebel, but it is without the training wheels that we learned to keep our balance on 2 wheels… He takes us ever higher …
We all cried during the seminars, after viewing the videos of Gandhi, Martin Luther King, and other people who impacted
their times; our Prophet encouraged us to be in their image, i.e. to be remarkable people… Were they afraid to step forward even
though their families, their friends or their own lives were threatened ? … we are not speaking about their job or a contract, but
THEIR VERY LIFE !!
By not wearing our medallion, I feel we are part of the problem not the solution ; in fact it means that we find it normal to
be fired because we submit to this popular dictate. If we don’t make things change, we, who claim to be the disciples of the most
revolutionary Prophet, then please tell me who? Who will?

Changes In North And South America
RAEL has announced:
In order to balance the territories of the 2 Continental Guides of the Americas I have decided the following reorganization:
The North American territory under the responsibility of Ricky Roehr will include all countries located north of Panama.
The South American territory under the responsibility of Daniel Turcotte will include all countries located south of Panama including
Panama.

A New Global Linguistic Manager!
With the consent of our beloved Prophet, David Uzal, Brazil’s National Guide, was appointed as the global linguistic manager for the
Portuguese language. With the development of the Movement in the Portuguese-speaking countries of the world, it became essential to ensure coordination in the translations, and in that sense, stimulate collaboration between Brazil, Portugal and the Lusophone Raelians in the
world.
Congratulations, dear David, for this important mandate. Pierre Gary, Rael’s Assistant for the IRM
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Kama
Elohika My Love, Coming Back To Your Grounds
Last Summer, the Raelians of Kama went back to Elohika for their seminar and they recently shared their pleasure through
these texts…
From XCiel
Finally back home we sang together these songs, the Elohika hymns, our village. So much joy!
“Elohika, you are my love, Elohika
Elohika you gave me everything, Elohika
If I weren’t there ha ha
If I weren’t here hi hi
I could have lost all this
You gave me everything Elohika…”
“this part of the earth where the songs of the birds
Soothe the silence in perfect harmony
At the bottom of the cliffs, coolness and heat
Makes me feel good, I feel home
Elo Elo Elohika (bis)
Elohika, Elohika (bis)
Every year you gather us with you
To teach us, to make us grow
In the evening the stars in the sky are watching us
O how much I would love to meet them one day
Elo Elo Elohika (bis)
Elohika, Elohika (bis)
X-Ciel, trainee guide in Ivory Coast, National guide for Mali

Elohika Village Of Love And Spirituality
Since 2002, the whole Raelian community of Kama hadn’t been back to the enchanted land of Elohika, their village. Therefore they were impatient to find out how their village was doing after 5 years of absence. On August 23, 63 A.H was the opening
of the annual seminar; Raelians from Kama and other continents made their way down the high cliffs to gather in the Site.
We are in Elohika, a group of huts, skillfully built by our Burkinabe brothers. There are also tents spread around for those
who want to go further in the concept of camping. The road called “Prophet’s Boulevard” goes through the city and leads to a
vast harmonious empty land: the meditation area. On the left side of this spiritual area is the tent for the teachings. It is totally
11
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covered with straw and from the top of the cliff it looks like a flying saucer. Inside the tent we can enjoy a natural air conditioning
even during the hottest time of the day. A few meters from the village, on “Love Road” runs a stream that goes down the cliffs
such as a water-fall, offering a beautiful natural pool at the bottom.
We could read the tiredness on the travelers’ faces; the rain took us by surprise while we were unloading our luggage.
Registration went very fast and each of us went to his room. It was night time but we could still enjoy the beauty of the village. From far away we could hear the concert of grasshoppers and other insects of the same kind to remind us we were in total
nature.
In the morning, the bird’s songs woke us up as if they were welcoming us to this exotic setting. A cool wind accompanied
by the early morning sun rays, swept across the village. Around us, the high cliffs and the luxuriant foliage contemplated our
movements with tranquility.
It is in this serene and heterogeneous setting, that on August 24 “Chief of the village”, Priest-Guide DJAHA Kouadjo,
coordinator of the seminars, supervised the teams for the last repairs and cleaning of the village that was going to welcome us for
ten days. All this was done in a joyful discipline and much cheerfulness.
Every opportunity is good to fraternize. Hugs and kisses here and there. This is the annual reunion.
On august 25, 63A.H., as he does each year, Continental Guide ,Tai Ehouan opened the seminar in Kama. And then, Uriel
announced the theme of the seminars: Proud to be a Kamite Raelian. On that first day of teachings, the seminar attendees drank
the exciting words of the first person in charge of the teaching in Kama until 1 :30 in the afternoon.
All the attendees acknowledged the high level of the teachings. Some even say they felt dizzy from the pleasure they felt from
Uriel’s words. On the following days, the level of the teaching rose in power, quality and revelation.
For ten days, getting their knowledge from our Beloved Prophet’s teachings, and certainly from the rich African oral heritage, one after the other, the Bishop Guides and Priest guides went on the podium to discuss with us the future of Kama.
We had never heard anybody talk about Africa that way before, what am I saying?... about Kama.
So much affection for a continent! The teachers educated us about the deep and historical reasons of all the calamities this
continent is experiencing; our economical backwardness and especially the solution to remedy to it. Yes, to find solutions by
changing things; a potential that each Kamite Raelian has. During the teachings, the FERUKA project inspired by Our Beloved
Prophet was not forgotten: FERUKA is a spearhead for our actions in this part of the globe. Yes, FERUKA approved by 7 representatives of traditional chiefs who were delighted by the awakening seminar, planned on coming back next year! The future of
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Kama will depend on the decisive awareness of the Kamites.
Powerful words in order to rally the Raelians to set out to
conquer the powers of the States by mingling into the po-

litical games of their different countries in order to give back
to Kama its former marks.
: “The Elohim are watching
us. And only our decisions
will determine our capability to control our future”,
concluded the representatives of Rael.
In the absence of the
RED CLUB, THE ARTISTIC PRODUCTION
TEAM, a new entertainment team was created on
the spot and made us laugh
till the end.
The most beautiful
shows were the ones full
of colors, spirituality and
emotions that the angels
gave us. There was only
love, pleasure and spirituality. During Rael’s Angels’
shows, emotions were so
powerful I saw a tear of
emotion run down Guide
Lamane’s cheek. What a

seminar!!

In any case, Africa can be proud to have this extraordinary village where everything is spirituality and love. If you don’t
believe it, come next year !.
Love, Usher Delamour N’GODJO, Level 3, Ivory Coast.
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The Beautiful Moments At Elohika
Since I became a Raelian, I’ve heard about Elohika, this beautiful Raelian village at the bottom of the cliffs, South of
Burkina Faso. I looked forward to going there, to see its cliffs, its natural pool, its green vegetation and most of all the magic of
it as those who lived the seminars at Elohika in the past, described.
So much emotion! I was very happy to be in our village at Elohika. All these beautiful glowing faces, full of love, gave me
an intense joy. Everything was exceptional: the tent was as marvelous as ever, the harmony of the participants, the quality of the
teachings given by Uriel and his elite team: Gbedia, Lamane, Ya Boni… there was so much beauty and seriousness in everything
we were taught. And the shows especially the one of Rael’s Angels were super beautiful. They were very powerful moments.
Yes, I’m proud to be a Raeliannnnnnnnnn. Thank you
Beloved Prophet.
again.

See you next year to live these sweet sensations

“Raelian, I’m a Raelian
Raelian, I’m a Raelian,
Raelian, Raelian, I’m a Raelian
I’m a Raelian and I’m proud of it…”KAKADJE

Congo Mfoa 14 days for a
metamorphosis

In December, it is the turn of the Raelians of Central
Kama to gather in Congo Mfoa.
While the population of Pointe-Noire was on automatic
pilot for the Christian new year holiday, the Raelians from
central Kama and further away met for a « seminar of metamorphosis » at the Universiy of Loango (private university under construction) located 15 km from the
city, right by the ocean.
From December 21 to 31, Loango, land of the
kings, welcomed 145 people to the seminar, about 43
of them were new-comers from South Africa, Burkina
Faso, Canada, Ivory Coast, France, Algeria, Gabon,
Republic Democratic of Congo, Cabinda and CongoMfoa.
It’s in this beautiful place located 200 meters from
the Atlantic Ocean that Bishop guides Tai (Continental Guide), Uriel (Continental leader of the teachings),
Lamane and Banemanie gave us a teaching under the
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theme : METAMORPHOSIS .
We were very grateful to all these voluntary missionaries without forgetting the bishop guides who were present. All these
consciousness had the opportunity to dance thanks to young talented artists like: Tati Wata, Kini and Abini. It is good to have
thoughts of love for our artists who contribute to our metamorphosis.
To bring the seminar to a close in a grand way, Continental Guide Tai gave the results of the guide seminar: 4 trainees, 34
level 1, 10 level 2 and 5 level 3.
Our creators said “hi” to us while Uriel was conducting a meditation.
Here are his words:
“We had extraordinary moments, and our creators said “hi” to us: 2 spacecrafts appeared while I was guiding an outdoor
meditation in our meditation field at nightfall. My eyes were closed leading the meditation, when those from the technical team
saw in the distance above the trees two shiny balls (red, orange, purple) which illuminated the whole horizon… they came to
me, touched my arm whispering that I should look in that direction, I looked and also saw them. Softly using the microphone I
asked those who were meditating to stand up and look in the same direction as me, and suddenly at the same moment the two
balls disappeared… me, the technical team, and three trainees were able to see the phenomena… a total of 10 of us saw them,
two silent balls which moved vertically and horizontally and who illuminated the whole horizon, and suddenly, gone…….”
Dalai MOE-LOEMBE, Assistant-Guide, Pointe-Noire

Action - Action In Burkina Faso
Following a conflict of land occupation between the chief of a village and the Catholic Church who tried to appropriate a
hill where the traditional village ancestral worship takes place in order to build a church, the Feruka team of Burkina Faso, in the
name of our Beloved Prophet supported the chief of the village who was very pleased about it. He convened the representatives
of the church and the residents of the village to a big meeting on January 30th to protest against the action of the church.
The members of Feruka and the Movement will attend this meeting to support the chief of the village and the population
through a public speech.
We already started actions with the chief of the village that will be announced during this meeting.
• a petition to demand that the catholic church leave the sacred hill unconditionally ( the petition is already circulating)
• The launching of an apostasy campaign in the whole land of Dagara to ask the Dagara people to abandon the Catholic
Church.
This is the introduction to a massive national campaign of apostasy that we planned and that will continue in all the other
regions of Burkina Faso all year long.
Also, another team will do a big diffusion at Elohika during the weekend to bring the Light to the catholic pilgrims, who
will travel to their annual pilgrimage (January 31 and February 1st) near Elohika’s cliffs, next to our seminar…

February 6th in Abidjan (Ivory Coast) (no to FGM day)
February 6th, was simply a sublime day… it started at 10 AM with a radio show about sexual mutilations. The beautiful
Boni Joelle and our dear Maxime Gilbert sculpted the brain waves of millions of listeners of radio Zenith FM. For more than 20
minutes, we could hear: No to female circumcision! No to FGM! Yes to the Pleasure Hospital! Viva Clitoraid Association! These
words had an echo in Abidjan, the economic capital of Ivory Coast.
Only two hours later, about thirty Raelians met at the Plateau, the business district where most of the workers are. The
target area was the public transportation station (buses and boat-buses), that is packed with people from noon to 3PM. A lot of
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flyers were given out but most of all some “Sorbonnes” (small groups of discussion) were improvised for two hours non-stop…
each Raelian invited passersby to look at the banner and discuss with them on the subject. 500 people were approached. A man
told us that his wife was circumcised and he wanted to know everything that could help her to get her sensitivity back. A young
lady admitted (with a lot of emotion) to have been circumcised and told us her younger niece, will be circumcised soon… other
women didn’t even dare talking about it. Some young men were shocked when we told them they shouldn’t let their little boys
being circumcised either. Some very curious young girls were interested to know where the hospital was being built…
It was a real delight to see all these attentive ears and eyes opening up in front of the unimaginable hope that science can
bring. The following day, on February 7h, 3000 flyers on the same subject were given. We witnessed a lot of reactions but also a
lot of support and enthusiasm for the pleasure hospital and to meet the surgeons. A big BRAVO to the whole team, it’s fantastic.
2000 flyers were given this weekend again in one of the busiest area of Abidjan… the action goes on.
VIVA CLITORAID
Love
Harmony

Werewere
Werewere is a very popular singer in West Kama, accompanied with his group of dancers Village Kiyi, a level 2 from the
Ivory Coast gave him the book “White Poison, a Christian black is a traitor in the memory of his ancestors” and a collection of
reflections about a new Africa … after reading, he decided to name our Beloved Prophet among the great prophets, in one of his
songs on his new CD… Prophet Rael is mentioned 2 minutes 35 seconds into the song.

South America
The Colombian Seminar
By David Uzal – National Guide of Brazil. ( on the picture
below with Laura)
The International Raelian Movement is at the avant-garde
of the globalization and it manipulates skillfully the tools that
corresponds: intensive use of the technologies of communication, acceptance of
a universal language
and production of images and channels of
information. In this incomparable jump towards unification, the Raelian
Planet reflects in its e-mails, videos, articles, on a screen that fills us with the certainty of
following in direct, the movie of the life of all our brothers and sisters dispersed in the
world and of the Structures to which they are affiliated. For more perfected, effective,
connected and interactive that we are, this flow of information does not stop being virtual and does not necessarily transmit the facts as they are really lived.
After a long trip from Rio de Janeiro in Brazil, there appeared before my amazed
eyes a new world, a suspected valley, but whose reality was ultra-surpassing the illusion
that I had. I was arriving to a wonderful place in the heart of nature 1:30hrs away from
Medellin, in Colombia, to the 2nd edition of the Continental Seminars of Ixachitlan (the
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4th unofficial one) administered with the master hand of Norma Toral, whose devotion is spectacular and which effects of the
given teachings can be felt right from the start. Everything in the area breathes good organization, well-being, harmony, happiness, femininity and Raelian maturity. In 4 years, Norma managed to give an amazing turn to the nut, raising to the planetary
level, and sometimes even a little further: seminars that everything seemed to predispose a laborious and long walk to the group
of ringleader.
As a multilingual Raelian and « well educated » I was expecting from my highest predispositions, to take part of an antechamber of seminars, to a preamble of a possible future formation, to a pale reflection of what happens in Canada, Europe,
Japan, Las Vegas…But…from the moment after the first morning began, I put myself back in my little shoes, because without
prelude, Norma’s energy nourished us with concentrated teachings, in front of a congregation that was still, happily attentive
and with an irreproachable discipline, even after long hours listening to the Raelian Bishop! So many paradigms fell down during this week!: the absence of discipline of the “Latinos” *, their sexual prejudices, their machismo, their catholic inheritance and
all the remainder limitations that we see or imagine in these people. Everything that I saw and heard, the easy laughs, the good
humor, the organization, the seriousness, the devotion, the motivation, the fortitude, I did not stop being surprised and marveled
throughout the whole week!! Of course, Norma insisted on jealousy, real plague on this part of the world, highlighting in her
teachings the love and respect inside relationships, but without feeling that these cultural weaknesses were lessening the group. As
everywhere, they constitute one of the main focus of work of the newcomers (and sometimes even the most oldies) Raelians.
The Raelian planet, without coming to this place, cannot discern the splendors of what has germinated, grown and bloomed
under the sky of Colombia. I myself, guide of a nearby country and Spanish-speaking, in constant contact with Alan the National
Guide (who has something of his Swiss namesake), whom I was already flattering for his outstanding achievements of diffusion,
was not expecting by any means to find myself in front of a structure of the quality and number which easily positions in the 3rd
or 4th European place and between the first 10 in the world.. Who of you knew the name of the National Guide of Colombia?
Truly, almost no one. Nevertheless, he is one of the Raelian geniuses, discreet, daring, always ready for the action, positive, never
dull, full of ideas, whom inspires respect and authority without intimidating with great sense of humor and which opposite to
his condition of Colombian, victim of senseless prejudices that stigmatize every citizen of this country, as ‘narco/drug dealer’ who
evidently does not correspond in anything to the awful image spread by the media, not being able to travel out of the country, he
decided of doing in his country what he had seen during the French seminar to which he was invited by generous Gabriel Barra
more than 15 years ago.! He returned with a dream, … to do the same in Colombia, and the dream came true!
Certainly, the gathering is not so numerous but I can assure you that the brotherhood, the spontaneity, the innocence, the
purity remain! Not only Norma and him mounted an excellent seminar, but the country provides with an omnipresent structure helped by big Guides as Angel, Ruby and Oscar, the benevolent one who donated the land of the Monasterio Raeliano of
Colombia.
To go to the Colombian seminars resembles to waking up one morning and opening the eyes in a happy planet, in peace on
the hands of the raelians. Right where the Spanish conquistadores thought of finding ElDorado and never did… and suddenly
one feels a tremendous desire of shouting to the world: “ Yes, it is here, we have found ElDorado; it is the Raelian Movement of
Colombia that shines and glistens of the will of the Elohim! ». But these Colombian noblemen lack the language, none of the
43 present knows the one language that was chosen as vector of planetary communication in the bosom of the International
structure, they all are trained rather to the diffusion on the streets than those of pinnacle technology in Internet and to top
it off, they are quite clumsy with video-making and the little that they have shown is rather bad, exhibiting a distorted image
of what these seminars really are… But, they are there, and have offered me, have offered us, 33 Colombians, 3 Venezuelans,
3 Peruvians, 2 Mexicans, a charming Argentinean and a sweet Korean, a bath of youth and a lesson of revitalizing Raelianism.
Plagiarizing Michel Houellebeck I would say: “Colombia, the possibility of an island”. Colombia is the hidden gift of Ixachitlan
for the Raelian Planet.
* “Latinos”: historically wrong term, and or extremely colonialist consonance that is not used any more between the Raelians. Ixachitlan is the original name of this continent written in Nahuatl. The people of Ixachitlan are Ixachilancas.
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An Encounter With Myself.
By Ramiro Perdomo Rivera, Doctor in Mathematics, University Professor in Neiva, Colombia
It all started when I had a deep conversation with a college teacher at the University
about religion and the origins of human beings. Slowly I started learning about the Raelian
concepts.. That was the first time I heard the name of the Prophet RAEL, and that’s when
the awakening of my consciousness started, which was sleeping and paralyzed by catholic
traditions imposed by my parents and grandparents … The seed started to bloom with the
news of an “Awakening Seminar”.. Yes!, by then I had already read all of the Messages given
by Elohim, and I was going to have the greatest pleasures of all, to meet the One I wanted to
meet the most… The Prophet RAEL in person! A few months later I sadly learned that HE
was not coming anymore.. But I still had all my enthusiasm up and I was determined and
eager to be there anyway.
The whole time while time was passing, I was wondering what would it be like … Wow! What exquisite experience I had
since the moment I arrived!! Meeting so loving people from different areas of Latin-America and specially, our conference
woman. Norma Angelica Toral, which with infinite love and so much patience took us thru the real awakening of our sensuality,
explaining with detail and in the light of science how our marvelous body and mind work. It was like an open door to the knowledge of my internal world as well as the arousal of my senses
to perceive my surroundings, to the understanding that the
more conscious I am of my environment and myself, the
more I find myself in a never ending adventure of happiness.
Thru these teachings I was able to discover the presence of
these marvelous beings who created us with so much tenderness and love that we must be happy to be worthy of them,
our Beloved Fathers ELOHIM.
The whole seminar was a continuous ecstasy of recognition for all the love that the Prophet Rael has given to this
humanity which is still suffering and tormented and which
we have the opportunity to change thru the legacy of happiness and love that our Creators Elohim have given us.
Thru these lines, want to send my gratefulness to this

special person whom we call our Bishop Normita, all my love
and appreciation for showing me that I can make the difference,
that I can make out of my life, an example for others on this road
of life in which we are all walking together, and which is just the
anteroom to a marvelous future in the company of our Fathers
ELOHIM.
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My Testimony
By Marco Sevilla, National Guide from Peru
Today, after eight years of absence at a Seminar, I went back home after beautiful days spent at the Colombian Seminar. I
am still euphoric, and though I am not very good with words I feel the need to share with you my marvelous experience thru this
via. How can I start? I can’t describe how it feels to meet again with my old brothers and sisters, whom I met such long time ago
in the Seminars in Canada, and to meet for the first time Raelians that organized this wonderful encounter, those new Raelians
and talk about the messages of Elohim.
When I arrived to the Rio Negro airport the day before, I was welcomed by Alan and Bertha, whom I recognized by our
medallion. It was a very emotional moment even though I was meeting them for the first time. From there, as we were walking in the airport, to my big surprise, I saw Norma Toral.. Wow, you can’t imagine what it was for me to see our Bishop whom
I knew from Canada, and that she was the person
who would be teaching the seminar! And then, another surprise! Patrick, whom I met 20 years earlier
when I did my Transmission of the Cellular Plan in
France, and his lovely companion Carmen. Wow,
this was surpassing all limits of emotions. And this
was just the beginning.!
We took the bus to the campsite of the Monasterio Raeliano, going thru small dirt roads between
the neighboring fields, green hills and small mountains, the panorama was breathtaking; paradise on
earth does exist! As time went on, people from all
over the continent were arriving, Venezuela, Mexico, Colombia, Brazil, Argentina, Peru. Everyone felt
immediately at home and embraced by the warmth
and happiness of the Colombian team.
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The next morning we started with a morning meditation and late in the afternoon the teachings started.. After that, what a
wonderful sensation of freedom! You have to experience it as there are no words to describe it!.
The preparation of the classes by Norma was superb, time just flew by as we had so much fun, the workshops, the events
and many exercises that other countries don’t have the opportunity of experiencing as they are done here in our own Raelian
Monastery, it is incomparable! Walking thru the campsite, feeling the sound of the birds, the fresh wind, the blue sky… the only
thing that was missing was the presence of our Beloved Prophet to make everything just perfect.. But for now, I want to thank
you so much Norma for your dedication, for bringing us the teachings of RAEL, and the organizing of all this seminar, which
in my opinion was at the level of any other Continental Seminar I’ve been to. Thanks to all those who helped you on this task,
Alan, National Guide of Colombia, the Orozco family, Angel, Ruby and everybody, thanks for your love and care. I want to offer
my help for the next seminar as I am never missing it again!
With all my love, Marco

Brasil : Raelians Contact President Nicolas Sarkozy
In 2009, France will be hosted by Brazil in the context of: “2009, year of France in Brazil” which will feature numerous cultural events all over the country. The public opening will be on April 21st in Rio de Janeiro where we will be present .The official
opening was on December 22nd with the coming of President Sarkozy in this same city. Of course we were not going to miss such
an opportunity to demonstrate especially with this special invitation I received as a French citizen living abroad an invitation to
join the French President at an official cocktail party. The party was followed by a “private” concert featuring Charles Aznavour,
Gilberto Gil, Arthur H and other celebrities from both countries without forgetting the popular Brazilian President Lula.
I went to the cocktail party alone since it was unfortunately reserved to the “French” only -there are still some tiny advantages to be from that country! - In my pocket, I had a letter which content you can read (in French only) on www.prorael.org.
After a quick speech, the French President plunged into the crowd and shook hands at a rhythm that only a super trained politician could maintain! He came by me and I had the spontaneous reflex to offer him my tiny hand but nothing more happened
since both of his hands were flying at the speed of light from right to left. I had imagined a cozier opportunity permitting me to
exchange a few words before entrusting him with the letter but he was like a bullet going at 200 miles/hour! Don’t we deserve at
least a few seconds of his attention?
The next morning, far from being discouraged, I went straight to Sarkozy’s hotel and I simply walked into the entrance hall
from where the letter was passed to a member of his delegation who was standing in front of his hotel suite. Besides this original
document, a copy was dropped at the French Consulate in Rio and a third one was sent to the French Ambassador in Brasilia, so
it is very likely that the President or a member of his close circle read its content.
Then, I remained for 3 hours and a half around the hotel handing out press releases to the numerous media as well as the
“shame list” with “the 173 dangerous cults”.
When you go through this list in Brazil, it looks unreal since here there are hundreds and even thousands of minority religions and the population could not imagine any of them being shut down or their right to proselytize questioned. The simple
diffusion of this list to the media, the politicians, the artists and the general public should therefore have a notable impact.
While I was waiting in front of the hotel, dressed in white with a big medallion, I began to be surrounded by journalists
who gradually swarmed around me. As I was patiently standing in the front of the security fence, something of an exceptional
and unexpected nature happened. First, the Brazilian Minister of Environment came very close, called by a journalist and spent
more time “staring at me” in a friendly way, than watching the cameras but this is not the real surprising event of the morning.
Here it comes: while I was waiting holding an envelope in my hand (I hadn’t given up trying to pass it directly to the French
President or to the beautiful Carla), a man who was with the officials came to me and asked in Portuguese if I wished to transmit a document to the President. I answered; “yes indeed!”, but that this document was destined to the French President. Then
he answered something quite astonishing:” don’t you have something for President Lula?” Imagine the situation: I am standing
there as a Raelian (my clothes and big medallion made it very clear), one hour earlier I had passed the letter to a French official,
and while I was waiting, a Brazilian gentleman exited the hotel, where Lula and Sarkozy were chatting, and came directly to me,
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asking if I had something for his President! And then he said: ”don’t hesitate to contact me personally at the President’s Palace,
here is my card, write or call me, my name is .... and my nickname is ....” all this being said on the friendliest tone. Then he left
apparently disappointed that I had nothing for his president! I looked at the card and I read: Mister...Counselor of the President
of the Brazilian Republic....Presidential Palace – Brasilia. This short event was just stunning!
However, I quickly recovered from this amazing set of circumstances and my mind walked through the virtual doors that
this new contact could open for us. Let’s see what possibilities lay ahead during the “Year of France in Brazil” where we are
definitely going to rock the boat. The truth is that these cultural events are somehow a cover up for huge contracts of partnership and trade, mostly for weapons. Proof of it is the second visit of the French President on September 7th in Brasilia with La
Patrouille de France (French elite jet pilots giving a “marketing” show) and we will do our best to spoil the party in the capital!
If the Government doesn’t listen to us in the mainland, maybe it will be more attentive when its prestige and its commercial and
strategic interests are threatened by the pitiful image of a country that disrespects religious freedom back home. France is walking
on eggs here in Brazil, and it knows it, because 2/3 of the population would be considered by its agencies (UNADEF, CCMM,
FECRIS,MIVIDULES...) as followers or sympathizers of a “cult”! And that’s bad luck for France since the powerful Igreja Universal do Reino de Deus, the second religion in the country, is on the black list of dangerous cults and with its 23 deputies and
two ministers, whom we are contacting, there is a real chance to interfere in the perfect franco-brazilian “honey moon”.
Of course, we will keep you informed of this tropical and Machiavellic destabilization of the French power ;) .
Much love,
David Uzal, National Guide for Brasil

Europe
Crans Montana, Switzerland
The pride of being Raelian was being displayed in yellow on the wonderful snow slopes of Crans Montana for a whole
Saturday !
The life of Raelians is full of color, and this one was yellow upon the white slopes !!!!
We were about fifteen Raelians to wear big yellow badges written “Proud to be Raelian” thereby taking part in this great
idea by Jean Marie Briaud.
It was a new, powerful and unpredictable experience as many of our actions are and above all very rewarding !!!!
First, some of us were facing their fears, because wearing this kind of badges does not go unnoticed, and we had the spotlights aimed at us, the spotlights of consciousness !!! Indeed many people looked, and had a variety of reactions, some of us had
the feeling of being judged, but most of all people had questions.
What a great means of diffusion !!! We answered many questions, gave out leaflets, and especially showed off who we are,
with the pleasure of having a blast on this beautiful ski day with magnificent sunshine, and we then quickly forgot the badge
which was part of us !!! we are proud of being who we are.
One of the greatest moments of that day, for me, was the pleasure to introduce you to my friend from Paris who wanted to
go skiing and also get to know my friends I had been telling her so much about, so she got to know the Raelians displaying who
they are in full light !!!
In the beginning she had fears, she felt people looking, sometimes their judgement… she felt like leaving, but that didn’t
last very long because she loved our radiance so much, our kindness, our love, that she asked to wear a badge : “I AM PROUD
TO BE WITH RAELIANS”. She knows very little about our philosophy, but she knows us, spent a wonderful day, and asked
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me a few days later if she could come to the seminar even if she was not Raelian …
We didn’t talk about the messages that day, nor about our teachings, because the messages must be read and the teachings
must be attended, but we radiated the Messages ! with pleasure and joy, and we were proud to be Raelians ! and above all, we
were HAPPY…

Miege
“To be an example in society is to be yourself no matter what function you have, and to proudly wear the medal without
hiding your philosophy” Rael, Las Vegas, December 63 aH (Contact #356).
Discipline, pride and integrity: the keywords of a very beautiful gathering
About forty structure members from Switzerland and beyond (Tomi, national Guide for Romania, was present) gathered
in a nice location, in a town hall in Miege. We received information and some important reminders from our beloved Guides,
harmonized ourselves, had a huge meal and took a stroll to a famous and symbolic location in this special village.
Am I part of the solution or part of the problem? Around this question were developed the reasons for Gerard’s leaving with
a moving testimony from our National Guide, and the history of what happened within Fairvesta and which contributed to our
Prophet’s recommendation (Contact #356) that Raelians should decide not to do business with this company anymore. We may
face tough choices sometimes, and it’s beautiful to see how much tolerance there is among us to let everyone make their own
choices, without judgment, to wish them happiness and to see them again among us one day.
Early in the afternoon, Antoine gave us brief (but so important!) reminders about the structure’s basic rules, in order to bring
us qualities that are essential to it: discipline and humility.
Veronique’s Clitoraid team (Mario, Larissa and Kimpa Vita) introduced Thierry Cham’s concert project in Lausanne on
June 6. Beautiful activities await us, which will help the cause of circumcised African women and the building of the hospital in
Burkina Faso. You can still get in touch with Mario if you wish to donate items to Clitoraid, which he will auction on eBay.
Recent activities, such as wearing a yellow and black “Proud to be Raelian” sticker, demonstrate that we are proud of the
religion we have consciously chosen, and that we will always be there to show it. Some strong testimonies showed us how much
we impress people around us (for example, the very positive reaction of Veronique’s friend who came to our ski diffusion in Crans
Montana last week).
Big thanks to Harmony and her team for having prepared the meal, and to all of you for your participation and your ever
renewed enthusiasm. And to Kristof, welcome back in our beautiful team... the team of Elohim’s plan, as our Beloved Prophet
reminded us in the video we watched in the morning.

Dora’s testimony
I would like to share with you about my fears concerning wearing the symbol.
Since I started working at Citibank, and especially in the Middle-East department,
I stopped wearing the symbol visibly, except for my ring which is very discrete. Why? Because of my fears, which were many! Fear of how people would look at me, fear of being
judged, especially by Muslims, fear of losing my job, etc.
Later, there was that “Femininity café” that we had organized on March 8, following
which Mimi and myself were slandered by the media with our pictures in the newspapers
under the title “Rael’s angels behind a femininity cafe”. I won’t mention the nastiness and
lies they wrote about us. I told myself: “my colleagues are going to see these newspapers...”
Negative imagination was fed by my fears.
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I was surprised to realize that nothing of what I had feared happened. Except for a few people behaving differently toward
me, there was no consequence at all.
And then, there was that email from Jean-Marie about a diffusion in Crans Montana with the big yellow sticker “I am proud
to be a Raelian”. I had a strong emotion. I found the excuse that I could not attend because of my health problems which would
prevent me from skiing, and that it was too cold and I needed to stay warm... Then I received another email from Jean-Marie that
I found full of love and understanding, which talked about our fears and suggested that this event was an opportunity to overcome our fears. It gave me the desire to participate! To my surprise, I actually spent a wonderful day with my big yellow sticker
and I met many great people. I realized that I was creating 90% of my fears!
Finally, there was this last Sunday’s structure meeting in Vevey, where the wonderful Larissa shared with us that she was
wearing the symbol at work. I told myself: on Monday, I am going to overcome another of my fears, I am going to wear the symbol at work! When I came to work, I was sweating. A few people asked me why I was wearing the star of David. I kept my serenity
and my smile and started to reply, when I suddenly realized that this was my freedom of thought, which I want to be respected!
I have Muslim colleagues praying in the office, others wearing Christian crosses, why should I hide my beautiful philosophy, my
religion, my symbol? They appreciate my warm and benevolent attitude at the office which earned me several awards. Why am
I so appreciated? Because of my Raelian values, of course! Therefore, I should be proud of them instead of hiding them! It took
me some time to understand this...
I would like to share a personal reflection: everybody has his own pace and some are not ready yet... and I respect that. Each
person has his own history and goes at his own rhythm. I asked myself: how would our Prophet react to a person quitting the
structure because of the symbol? I think he would express the same love to that person... because our Prophet knows what we are
going to become, and he is full of compassion.
Let us be like the Elohim who forgive us all our blunders and our mistakes... patient and full of love and compassion.
What would have happened if I had not gone to the mountain wearing the sticker... I prepared myself by working on my
fears. And among the biggest among them, I almost forgot to mention, it was the seminar in Tunisia! The biggest challenge of my
life! In my own country, wearing the symbol and displaying myself as a Raelian! With the whole team wearing the sticker “Proud
to be Raelian” which many Muslims misread as “Proud to be Israeli”!
Who knows... maybe I would have quit. I don’t know... I think nobody is immune to quitting the structure, the movement,
including myself! But it is our fears which prevent us from BEING OURSELVES, and we are the ones creating our own fears!
Sorry for writing such a long text, but I really felt like sharing with you... because I still have many other fears! But I am going to
overcome them thanks to you and to the examples you are showing!
Doramour

Lilou’s Testimony
Over a year ago, I decided to wear my symbol (You may remember
when I spoke about this during a gathering where Our Beloved Prophet was
present) Yes, I have personally lived some of the fears that you shared with
us last night. And it is beautiful to overcome them, that is how we grow, and
how we will fly higher, reaching a new dimension.
We become, I become so much stronger, completely myself.
To resign is, for me, the easy way out. To have integrity is to be true.
So, over a year ago, I had so much fear that I also thought about resigning,
but I did not feel right with that choice either.
So, each day, I decided to do something I feared and I kept with me
the wonderful, exceptional teachings full of love and respect that you all
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already know.
I did that EVERY DAY, that I would do exercises, and seminars..... as I am self employed .
I can’t imagine my Beloved Prophet knocking at the door of the institute I own, and me answering without wearing my
symbol............
Indeed, it is thanks to the teachings of the seminars that I am successful professionally and otherwise.
Last night, I saw a new team, tightly knit, honest and becoming so much stronger. I wanted to share my feeling with you,
it is good to help each other, to support each other, WE ARE TRULY ONE.
When I left last night, I had a hard time parting with you, to be far away from you physically but so close in my heart.
Thank you, Philippe, our dear National Guide, for this extraordinary evening.
When I leave my house in the morning, with my symbol clearly visible around my neck, my Prophet is with me and so are
the Elohim.
In my mind I have these 2 questions : Who will I be good to today ? Who will I be able to make laugh ?
That way, I enter a completely different dimension. To keep this enthusiasm is what our continental guide, Pierre, is asking
us to do, do you remember ? Let us dare to live our fears, so we may overcome them and fly ever higher .
I love you.
Lilou

France– Clitoraid
In honor of the Fight against FGM Day on February 6th, several regions in France organized special diffusion actions to
promote “CLITORAID”.
In the Paris region, a great event was organized in front of a busy mall, the FNAC St Lazare, in Paris. The team there posted
a big Clitoraid sign. The FNAC, a large electronic store, had based its grand opening on the theme of FGM and had invited
several medical expects to give a speech on the subject and artists to perform. Seven Clitoraid representatives were there to pass
out flyers outside the store (180 flyers and many great contacts made among which 2 people who would like to invite us to speak
for their group). In fact, one non Raelian person volunteered to help the Clitoraid team.
People passing by spontanously donated money for the cause. Many women congratulated the men for being present and
for feeling concerned with « this woman’s problem ». The happy team consisted of Thierry, Mathieu, Patrick, Christian, Claude
F., Jean-Thierry et Laurent.
Meanwhile, our Lobbying team was at work inside the store. It was composed of six people (Jean-Pierre, Maryline, Philippe,
Nadiana, Jaom and Vita). They approached the invited artists and celebrities such as Bafing KUL (Mali singer, committed to the
FGM cause who had contacted Clitoraid a few months earlier with the wish to meet us. It was the perfect opportunity to make
his wish come true, right ? Khady KOITA, Linda Weil Curiael, Attorney involved in the Commission for the Abolition of Sexual
was also present and had the chance to meet her.
Joam gave three “Clitoraid” press kits to a lady head of a woman’s association specialized in educating the populations on
the barbarity of FGM. A big cheers to the Paris region led by Fabien, to Vita (Clitoraid leader in the Paris region) and to Thierry
D. who coordinated efficiently the team.
Other provinces participated as well :
In the Eastern region, an action “Clitoraid” took place in the street on Saturday. In Metz, 150 flyers were given out, in
Mulhouse, 100 flyers. In Dijon, a Clitoraid flyer and Palestine one were placed in the mail box of the archbishop to salute the
Raelians’ presence in his city! Ho ! I see ! The Eastern team could not resist this small procovation, right ? ... Thanks Bernard !
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In the South West, Momo, Bruno and Chantal posted 25 big Clitoraid posters in Toulouse and its suburb on Friday.
And again on Saturday, they gave out Clitoraid flyers during a diffusion where they displayed a poster that could be seen
on both sides, it was designed by Pat and Chantal.
Some good contacts were made. Many people read the text on the poster signs, among them, a young woman exclaimed
: « that’s good thing...to rebuild their clitoris so they can rebuild their lives ” (with a great approving smile). Another spoke to
Momo, and « revealed » in the conversation that she knew about Clitoraid because she had seen some posters at Mirail (Arts)
University last year.
In the Bordeaux region, around 10 Raelians gathered in the cold in front of the Grand Théâtre. Hervé had his Marathon TShirt on and his bicycle that no one could miss. He entertained many passersby. We collected 50 euros in a small box discreetly
tucked under his flyers .
250 flyers were passed out and people appeared sensitive to the cause. Wonderful contacts were made as well.
Congratulations to everyone and especially to Chantal and Josephine (Clitoraid leader in the South West) for their involvement with Clitoraid. In September, during the Medoc Marathon... Josephine, wonderful and delicious flower had already put
much effort into the cause.
In the Rhône Alpes region, so many Raelians participated : 150 posters, 2 Clitoraid contacts, 1 Clitoraid donation of
100 euros was collected, 3 articles were published, 340 flyers, 30 small posters were placed in shop keepers’ windows where they
cheered us on for our fine humanitarian gesture. Wonderful ! Congratulations to the whole Rhône Alpes region and especially to
Tsyporha for her coordination of Clitoraid’s event.
Finally, in the Western region, a wonderful donation of 1000 euros was collected from someone whose identity I will not
disclose. This money will either help 2 women recover their clitoris or will help toward the construction of the Pleasure Hospital.
Thank you very much to the generous contributor..
Once again, congratulations to all of you for your implication and your generosity in Clitoraid’s work.
Thank you all, ladies and gentlemen... for the ladies... !
Hugs and kisses
Mariella, Clitoraid Leader for France/Belgium

Turkey
Kemal Gençay our leader for Turkey made a presentation for a group of 130
people who had come to a convention featuring a series of conferences on spirituality. After the conference, eight interested people came to meet Kemal who answered
their questions :-)

Israel - Orgasm Day
All you have to do is speak about sex and masturbation and the media jumps on the topic in a feeding frenzy. Waow !!!
What a beautiful adventure :-)
During the month of December, we were preparing a conference to take place in January entitled The benefits of sex and
masturbation. Everything was going smoothly when, suddenly, a fantastic opportunity was offered to us which gave much coverage to our event. The International Orgasm for Peace Day was scheduled for December 21st.IsRael being in a major conflict,
we did not hesitate to support this event as Peace is what we wish for more than anything else in the region. We decided then to
organize a collective orgasm for peace event along which we would promote our masturbation conference planned the following
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month.
On December 21st, we had fully prepared our project to ensure its success and we were proud to speak about peace, love
and pleasure even if some people perceived us as sick or crazy. And then, everything happened very quickly, we did about 10
interviews one after the other, we were overwhelmed. I received threats of all kinds to try to make us cancel the activity, etc...
For a few weeks, newspapers throughout isRael (even in the US, Turkey and other places) were speaking about us .
On January 22, we gave our conference as planned ...
tion.

ON January 31, one month after the first event, a wonderful 4 page article appeared in the Jerusalem Post weekend ediHow much fun we are having :-))))

Oceania
Oceania Seminar

The Raelian seminar 2009 was FANTASTIC!! Situated at Lake Ainsworth - with the ocean to the forefront and a beautiful big teatree lake at the back! On arrival, I could see all my brothers and sisters, looking so happy to see each other, and the
seminar began!
We began with a gathering at the seminar hall, and instantly, the words spoken were just pure nectar. I could feel the har26
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mony and beauty seep through my every pore, and it
felt SO good!
As I have always experienced, the teachings were
beautiful, positive, enlightening and motivating. A
beautiful recurring theme this year was to dream bigger! Nothing is too great! Be the next Ghandi!
Why not?
And we learned to train our brains to become
more conscious and more intelligent, and more beautiful.
How do we do this? We strive to always see
the positive. If we train our consciousness to always
seek out the positive and to always keep learning new
things, we can re-shape our brain (neuroplasticity). If
we meditate every day, and are always very conscious
and selective about all influences we allow into our lives, we can build the most beautiful inner garden of our choice and we
become even happier! :)
RAEL is here to save humanity, and the only way, is to be happy, so that is why he is teaching happiness!
There were so many more beautiful subjects covered, and so many fun-filled, playful, new learning activities experienced
that always brought a huge smile to our faces :) One final event of the seminar that really touched me, was when we all gathered
round in a circle and recognized we are just dust, and Jarel spoke about how we cannot raise our consciousness without humility..
that RAEL is the most conscious of all, yet he is the most humble of all. Jarel illustrated the example of Yahweh, who is so many
thousands of years in advance of us.. yet when he met with RAEL.. he bowed to him and was more humble than any human.
This is truly something to meditate upon.
Wow. Life is so beautiful and we are so fortunate to be here right now :) Mmm.. the seminar is
such a beautiful cleansing, polishing the diamond, positive experience that is too great to ever miss! :)
Bonnie-Lee-Giles

My Renaissance
The big cousciousness of a little cozy Oceanic family has welcomed me as a true
brother. When I registered for the seminar there, I thought “Rael is not going to be there,
the seminar is not going to be that intense!” I can’t believe I said that!!! It is the best I ever
had. I understand now that Rael is constantly with each of us, in our consciousness.
So, yes, I feel re-born, a new human being in the world. I feel sensuality, sexuality,
brotherhood, fun and love. I re-discovered so many things. There are so many connections in my brain.
Sensuality: skipping sensuality on my everyday life, I understand now how fun and
helpful it is to smell, taste, touch, hear, and the best, feel, feel and feel everything around
us.
Sexuality: Now, I know what sex is all about: 90% of sensuality and 10 % of sex. I
am lovin’it thanks to Raelian consciousness: pleasure pleasure.
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Brotherhood: We are a family. We are an unbreakable link of love, infinitely more powerful when together. Together, we are
a taste of paradise. Every second together is like opening a present at Xmas .
Love: Love is good, really good, we know that. Loving the present, the instant, is the first step to love everything around you
and a seminar is the best place to make a big step forward by enjoying every second of a great moment of your life.
I didn’t expect this huge change in my life and that’s what makes this seminar, with all of you so, special. I feel good
with my body and my mind, my world, my people.
And of course, what would be a seminar without keys to open our doors of consciousness. Lucifer and his teaching of female differences or not, Roy’s perception, Jarel’s teaching of love, dream and compassion. And obviously, there was Rael and his
garden of happiness.
The oceanic seminar has the best site on earth, I agree so far. Imagine, running on the beach looking at the sunrise, catching a wave or meditating on the beach, staring at the sunset at the lake, and admiring the shooting stars during a late swim in a
warm lake. What else?
Conclusion, I am addicted to the Oceanic Seminar, to each person I’ve talked to or experienced. I am a gardener, I am a
happy man, a YES man because I‘ve decided to BE HAPPY.
I‘ll definitely come back.
Lots of love
Michael “the frenchy”

Uforia
UFORIA was a great success. We organized it in a pub (they were providing a suitable venue for free). We had over 400
people. At 10:30pm it was full house. Past 400 people, they had to wait outside in a line to get in. (1out 1in). 400 was the limit
for the pub license. First time ever they had to turn out people at the door. A lot of young people came. The owner of the pub
was very impressed by our organization and surprised that there was no problem, no violence whatsoever.
We had stickers “Hugs no drugs - Hug dealer” to promote a drug free party and give away free hugs instead.
We had great promotion in the local press and radio. For our image towards the youth it was excellent.
In the future we hope to be able to organize it in our own venue, much bigger (over a thousand of people) with more special effects, dancers, costums etc... and as a drug free event. We are getting ready for the big one. My dream would be to have
UFORIA festivals as a whole day event with thousands of visitors, stalls, lectures, movies, meditations etc... It might not be too
far away. The concept is very appealing to the people. It is a winner.
Below is what the people were invited to read for the party.
UFORIA invites everyone to celebrate a future event, the most significant milestone in human history: the official welcoming of Extra-terrestrials.
The contact with an advanced civilisation from space will be of a profound scientific, political and spiritual sgnificance. It
will help bring about an unified world without war, disease, work and money.
Thanks to our newly acquired scientific understanding, we have the priviledge to be the first generation able to make contact
with ETs without mistaking them for Gods.
Knowing they have already expressed their desire to contact us (see rael.org), all that is required from us is to show them our
willingness to welcome them in a peaceful and loving way.
UFORIA invites you to make your dance an expression of your love and your joy to see them coming.
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And who knows, when enough people around the earth will be dancing to welcome them, that could well be the day they
will chose to come.

A Note From Luxifer ( Pope Alice)
The ecclesiastical career of Father Peter Kennedy, popular rebel priest at St Mary’s South Brisbane, may be over.
Father Kennedy and his congregation have caused uproar for blessing homosexuals and allowing females to preach, as well
as using unconventional language during church services.
In early February Father Kennedy received a letter from Brisbane Archbishop John Bathersby, which contains the rationale
and timeframe for his departure from the Catholic Church, following six months of negotiation between the Archbishop, Father
Kennedy and the church community.
The letter was read out on Sunday 8th Feb at a joint public meeting and press conference at 10.30am. Raelian Guides
LuXifer and Saul attended the historic press conference and gathering at which Fr Kennedy addressed the large crowd inside
the church. Fr Kennedy invited the Archbishop, yet again to visit St Mary’s to see for himself the great work they are doing.
Aboriginal elders and activists Sam Watson and Dennis Walker also addressed the media. Messers Watson and Walker reminded
the media that St Mary’s had signed a treaty with the aboriginal people in November last year recognising aboriginal sovereignty
over the land the church is on.
LuXifer and Saul presented Peter Kennedy, Sam Watson and Dennis Walker with the Messages. Fr Terry, the support priest
at St Mary’s was presented with Rael’s book The Maitreya.
Archbishop of Sydney Cardinal George Pell has entered into the fray and given his tacit blessing for the possible excommunication of Peter Kennedy and his 800-strong flock. Cardinal Pell is a “friend and supporter” of Brisbane Archbishop John
Bathersby, who will rule on February 21st, whether to expel St Mary’s priest Father Peter Kennedy and his supporters from the
South Brisbane church. Peter Kennedy has consulted with key people in the community and no one is feeling overly optimistic
at this stage.
The ‘death knell’ was sounded for Father Kennedy in August 2008, when Archbishop Bathersby warned St Mary’s to toe
the Vatican line or close. He told Father Kennedy, who has presided for 28 years over the 800-member church community, that
St Mary’s was operating outside practices and policies of the Catholic Church. Fr Kennedy denies that this is the case and has
repeatedly asked the Archbishop to visit the community in South Brisbane to see for himself. To date there hasn’t been a response
to this invitation.
LuXifer
Continental Responsible for Sexual Diversity, Oceania
ARAMIS (Raelian Association of Sexual Minorities)
Source for some of the above information
Courier-Mail February 04 / 06, 2009
Notes:
Sam Watson (born 1952) is an Australian Aboriginal activist and a socialist politician. He is the grandson of Sam Watson who was of the Birigubba
tribe. His grandfather worked in ring-barking camps and saved enough money to hire a lawyer to release him from the Aboriginal Protection Act. He was one
of the first Aboriginal people to achieve this status.
Sam Watson has run as the candidate of the Socialist Alliance in the 2004 election in Queensland. Watson teaches a course in Black Australian Literature at the University of Queensland. He is also a writer and a filmmaker. He has received honours for his 1990 novel The Kadaitcha Sung and acclaim for
his 1995 film Black Man Down.
Through work at the Brisbane Aboriginal Legal Service in the early nineties, Watson was involved in implementing the findings of the Royal Commission into Aboriginal Deaths in Custody. The film Black Man Down is a fictionalized exploration of the commission’s findings. He is currently the lead senate
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candidate for the Socialist Alliance in Queensland at the 2007 federal election. The campaign is built on Sam Watson’s New Vision for Australia statement.
Wikipedia
Dennis Walker, also known as Bejam Kunmunara Jarlow Nunukel Kabool, (born December 1946) is an Australian activist.
The son of poet Oodgeroo Noonuccal (Kath Walker) from Minjerribah (Stradbroke Island, Southern Queensland) and Bruce Walker, Dennis Walker
was a major figure in the civil rights and land rights movements of the 1970s. A tireless activist for the cause of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people,
he continues to carry on the work of his mother, Oodgeroo of the tribe Noonuccal, custodian of the land Minjerriba, and one of Australia’s most famous
writers and poets.
Dennis Walker co-founded the Australian Black Panther Party in the 1970s, as well as the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in Canberra. In 1993, during a
government raid intended to remove the illegal camp, Walker assaulted a police officer. He was subsequently arrested on criminal charges of assaulting a police
officer and resisting arrest.
His mother wrote the poem Son of Mine for him when he was a young boy. The poem foresees a time when the “lives of black and white entwine”. In
keeping with this and Oodgeroo’s “Don’t hate, educate!” philosophy, Walker established the “Oodgeroo of the tribe Noonuccal, custodian of the land Minjerriba, peace, prosperity and healing, Sacred TREATY Circles”.The poem emphasises that bad things has been going on in the aboriginal countries and if she
should tell her son of what is going on. In response to Aboriginal deaths in custody, Walker was a driving force in the development of the cultural heritage
education program which began in Boggo Road Gaol. He asserts that the treaty process is the next step of the struggle for survival, not just for Aboriginal
Australia but for all people.

Clotoraid At Melbourne
Sexpo
What a success the Clitoraid Stall
was at the recent Melbourne Sexpo. The
response was moving with a huge majority of people donating when informed of
this unique and important charity.
The wonderful Melbourne team
consisting of Roy, Ken, Daniel, Josh,
Heather and Justine had a great time informing the public and sex industry of
Clitoraid.
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We raised nearly $3000 with joy knowing that the money will help restore the pleasure to our African sisters and to help
educate society to stop this barbaric practice from happening.
We made some excellent contacts who expressed their interest in doing fund raising events through the year to support this
wonderful cause.
Other stall owners were moved and took details to add Clitoraid links to their websites. A pole hire company even offered
to donate a pole for next year so we could attract people to our stall with sexy girls donating dance.
We look forward to next year event with love
Justine Ryan

North America
Montreal, Marching For Gaza
It is on a magnificently sunny day but rather chilly of the
month of January, the 25 to be more precise, that we joined
a huge crowd who had taken to the streets of Montreal to express our common disagreement and our indignation toward
what seems to be more and more a slow extermination of the
Palestinian people by the Israeli army. In a recent press release,
Rael vigorously denounced this position: “On one hand, there
is one of the most powerful armies of the world; on the other
side, there are extremely poor people, without any real army to
protect themselves. They have no military resources compared
to the tremendous Israeli military and they are trapped in what is, in reality, a gigantic concentration camp, they die of hunger
after years of a terrible blockade”.
This walk was organized by various Muslim groups, students and unions. We were a group of about fifty Raelian doves to
carry out a message that was more philosophical than political, with the words of our Beloved Prophet written on our signs: “Israel must replace the violence with love and compassion”, and also: “More than ever,
Israel needs a Jewish Gandhi”. The contrast between the hundreds of demonstrators
and us was striking, while we walked in serenity and silence, we were penetrated on
all side by the sustained rhythm of pro-Palestinian slogans shouted by the crowd
moving as an unshakable monolith. Our presence was justified by this call to peace,
and we took advantage of this event to distribute a document containing the outline
of our position toward this conflict, entitled: “Raël denounces the UN and the West,
and implores Israel to replace the violence by love and compassion”. In this manuscript, Raël particularly denounces the inertia of the western governments by their
silence in front of what resembles more and more a genocide. Can one imagine the
construction of the Embassy in such a hostile environment? Unthinkable! Besides,
the previously mentionned document sends a serious warning to Israel: “… If the
State of Israel transforms this region into a constant land of crimes and genocide, the
Elohim will not protect it anymore and Israel will disappear. The Jewish people will
once again be dispersed over the Earth and the embassy to welcome the Elohim will
be built elsewhere”.
Israel, will you know follow the way of wisdom and at last listen to the ONE
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who was sent by our Creators in order to welcome them on your lands, and thus prosper and become the spiritual residence of the
next millennia? More than ever, the intervention of a Jewish Gandhi proves itself a necessity to reverse the current tendency.
With love,
Jean Riendeau

Doo Dah Parade LA
I’m very excited to let everyone know how successful and how much fun the LA team had participating in the 2009 Doo
Dah parade.
The Doo Dah Parade is a spoof on the large California Rose Parade that has incredible floats all designed in beautiful flowers. With the Doo Dah Parade the theme is “the crazier the better.” It’s a great time for people to come together for fun and
laughter.
Each year the Raelians blow up this gigantic heliumfilled UFO spaceship balloon with www.rael.org written
on the bottom and the Raelian symbol on top. Everyone
along the parade route or on top of the buildings can see
the website and symbol very easy. We had our newest
commander Octavio and his crew Sage and Ralph flying
the Spaceship this year. The beautiful girls Masami, Marie,
and Anja were running around smiling and giving out flyers. David Peterson drove the truck with a massive sound
system sending out our beautiful message for the year, with
Greg running the sound system while waving his hands and
giving the peace sign to everyone on the parade route.
We had young girls riding on the back tailgate of the
float and on top
waving and blowing kisses. Last but
not least I have to mention our illustrious MC Jeri Conway on stilts dressed
like something out of Alice In Wonderland with crazy sunglasses and a wireless
microphone firing up the people with his
improvisational positive energy rap.
It was a perfect day with the weather,
nice, warm and not too much
wind. After decorating the truck,
blowing up the balloon, setting up and
testing the sound system with wireless
microphone and handing
out Raelian flyers at the same time,
we are ready for action.
The beginning of the parade starts as
we wait for our turn, which is about ¾ of
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the way towards the back of the procession. We pull the float out and roll towards the starting point. As we get to the beginning
of the parade route where the people are waiting, I crank on the iPod nice and loud with a version of “Why Can’t We Be Friends?”
by the band called “War” that Jeri and I edited the week before.
We spliced two different versions of the song together with no lyrics in the verses so Jeri could have plenty of time to expound upon the theme with his intuitive spontaneous superlative rants of pure positivity.
The first thing out of Jeri’s mouth is “Time to have fun, the Raelians are in the house!!!” The people immediately started
cheering enthusiastically.
Throughout the whole parade, people were swaying to the music, waving,
blowing kisses, and giving us the peace sign. Marcela and her daughter sat on top of the float with their cute costumes and
kept the love flowing. There were so many people on the parade route that had their
hands up in the air reaching out to take a flyer from the smiling Raelian girls that we were able to give out all of flyers. I was
enraptured with the feeling of so much beautiful harmony permeating the event as we went by. You couldn’t help but have a big
smile because of the enthusiasm of the crowd! I realized that our actions were going to spread to so many people who weren’t even
at the parade. The people we sent love to were going home with a great attitude, which affects even more people who they come
in contact with. This is a great concept to remember and continue spreading every second of our daily lives.
The funniest thing to see was the UFO crew secretly dive bombing the spaceship at the crowd and acting like the UFO was
accidently out of control. Of course, at the last second they would barely get it together and send the ship back in the air. What
a great sense of drama induced because of the crews incredible flying skills. The crowd eats it up, cheering as kids jump at the
balloon to try and touch it before it goes back up into the sky. Yeah, it’s a big funny goof. This event was one of the best successes
I’ve been involved in for inspiring large amounts of people with my Raelian brothers and sisters.
Here are a couple of my favorite quotes from Jeri’s improvisation.
1. Everyone look at the people next to you, introduce yourself and say Hi and make a new friend.
2. So many wars breaking out everywhere. Why can’t we just be friends.
3. Look, if Darth Vader wants to be
friends with us, so can you! (There were
about 10 Star Wars storm troopers marching
right behind us… So perfect!!)
That was the vibe of the day. When we
finish the parade route we take a picture of
the crew and deflate the spaceship over a
freeway over pass. It must freak some of the
cars on the freeway to see a ship hovering up
above.
That’s the way it was.
Peace, love, and friendship,
Greg Bartheld
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AVN Las Vegas
Since the start of the Clitoraid
fund raising at the AVN adult entertainment expo, I had not yet had
the opportunity to join the Las Vegas team for this very intense event
and so this year I had decided that
I would not miss it for anything!
Besides women have more natural
persuasions skills for these types
of events, no offense to my fellow
brothers 
And so here I was, packing
up my car, my boy friend and my
newly acquired “Adopt a Clitoris”
tee shirt and on my way I was to
Sin City and what better place
indeed than raising funds and
spreading the love of our Clit than
Las Vegas…which by the way has
a say…”What happens in Vegas
stays in Vegas” and so I will stick to it by NOT revealing anything majorly pleasurable about the “spin the sperm truth
or dare” party and other FUN evenings many of us did partake on…hehehe…(you just had to be there)…I can however tell you
EVERYTHING about the truly amazing time we all had getting hundreds of very horny men to open their…hmmm…wallets
(almost got you there huh??..hehe) and donate 5’s, 10’s, 20’s and even 100 dollars bills toward helping women victims of female
genital mutilation by allowing us to raise a total of $3,555.74!!! Yeahhh!!
And by the way the “Pleasure Hospital” has officially started its construction; therefore it’s now a matter of months before
we can be fully operational!!!...And, keeping up with the good news, 6 women are now scheduled to be operated on sometimes
in February in Colorado….Are you climaxing yet?? More news about it in another article soon 
Getting back to the AVN, we were on fire, going left and right to quickly seducing our next target as they all wanted to take
pictures of us, with us, as couples, as threesomes or even more, next to the pole dance, legs up, boobies out…wow…I’m getting
out of breath here!!
Yes they all had to donate something if they wanted to get
something and I tell you what we truly had “The Booth Babes”
thanks to the very feminine and sensual participation of Lara,
Anouchka, Juyoung, Galiana, Ouhi, Lia, Angelina and myself.
Wonderful Lara had orchestrated the entire event and setting up of the booth along with some Raelian men and nonRaelians very eager to help with not only the installation of the
booth but also the diffusion aspect during the entire 4 days
event… Thank you so much my sweet brothers for your support 
Our beloved Prophet even honored us with a quick visit
which made our experience even better!!
We reached out to so many people, and various medias,
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and also got to participate in a “Fake Orgasm Contest” with Lara, Anouchka and myself which we didn’t win but now some of
us girls are also taking part in an audio Orgasm contest to raise $1000 which we all recorded in a booth at the AVN along with
many porn stars from the convention and now these recordings are available for voting on the internet!
And as Lara was screaming out there during the entire weekend “Save the Clit, save the world”!!
Yes indeed, what an experience!! I truly recommend it to anyone…even the shiest ones, as it’s all about the pleasure of GIVING 
Love to all 
Florence
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